SALSA ON ICE REPORT: 05 November 2018

Weather:
Weather conditions, mostly cloudy, winds 21 knots, temperature high -09C

SALSA Drill Team members on ice: Graham Roberts, Dennis Duling, Jonas Kalin
SCINI Team members on Ice: Bob Zook, Mark Bowling

- Unpacked the Wire Winch from its crate, which was also full of extra filter for drill, tools and misc. Forked Wire winch onto LARS deck. I might want to rearrange the location of winches which can all be done with Fassi crane.
- Put in good day and am have sorted and placed tools and parts for the MEC. Estimate one more day until MEC is finished.
- Waiting on C&C for shelves, should be done in next few days. Then will load with extra cargo for drill system
- Roving drill tower located and prepared for loading into C&C

Cargo:
Extra parts/plumbing for hot water corer arrived and delivered to drill team.

Note: Work continues on schedule. The Fassi crane should be up and running in the next day or two which will allow us to finish work on the LARS deck. First half of day was picture perfect, then cloudy and weather set in.
Wire winch uncrated
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